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INTRODUCTION  
AHWR-LEU is being designed for a discharge burn-up of 60 GWd/Te with low enriched uranium (LEU) as a fissile 

feed to (Th, LEU) MOX adopting once through fuel cycle. The AHWR-LEU is vertical pressure tube type thorium-

based reactor cooled by boiling light water and moderated by heavy water. The LEU has been assumed to be 

consisting of 19.75% of 235-U and 80.25% of 238-U. In AHWR lattice, the pressure tube (PT) contains light water 

coolant which carries away heat generated in the fuel pins. The pressure tube and calandria tube (CT) are separated 

by air (density=0.0014 g/cc) of wall thickness 1.79 cm. Air between pressure tube and calandria tube  acts as 

insulator and minimize the heat transfer from coolant to moderator which is outside the calandria tube. In case of 

flooding or under any unforeseeable circumstances, the air gap between the coolant tube and calandria tube may be 

filled with the light water coolant or heavy water moderator. This paper gives the details of effect of filling the 

annulus space between CT and PT with light water or heavy water moderator on reactor physics parameters.  

 

EQUILIBRIUM CORE LATTICE CALCULATIONS 

AHWR-LEU fuel cluster consist 54 pins arranged in co-axial array of 12, 18 and 24 

pins. The cluster has axial as well as radial gradation. The average 235-U content in 

the cluster is 4.29 % in (Th, LEU) MOX to achieve the design discharge burn-up of 

~60.0 GWd/Te. For the axial gradation, the cluster has been divided into two parts 

namely top half and bottoms half and the average LEU content in the bottom half is 

higher than the top half of the cluster. The lattice calculations have been performed 

with the lattice code ITRAN [1]. The cross-sectional view of the Equilibrium core 

lattice is shown in figure 1.  

The air gap filled with light water or heavy water has assumed the density 

corresponding to density of light water coolant or heavy water moderator at that 

particular operating condition. The lattice calculations showed that when air between CT & PT is replaced with the 

heavy water moderator, the initial lattice excess reactivity (at zero burn-up)  increases by ~19 mk in both the halves 

due to increase in the moderation. However, with burn-up, the k-infinity value converges with the normal 

equilibrium lattice with air between CT & PT. Whereas, when air gap is replaced with the light water coolant, due to 

higher absorption cross-section for thermal neutron, the initial lattice excess reactivity (at zero burn-up) decrease by 

~14 mk in case of bottom half and by ~19 mk in case of Top half of the equilibrium core lattice but, the k-infinity 

value diverges with burn-up when air gap is replaced with the light water coolant.  

 

 Lattice feedbacks 
In order to estimate the effect of replacing the air gap between CT & PT with heavy water moderator and light water 

coolant, the different lattice reactivity feedbacks have been estimated for both Bottom and Top halves of the 

equilibrium core lattice and comparison has been made with the air between CT & PT. 

Moderator temp feedback 
It was observed that when air gap is replaced with heavy water moderator; initially, the moderator temperature 

feedback is slightly less negative and with burn-up it becomes more positive as compare to normal Equilibrium core 

lattice. Whereas, when air gap is replaced with the light water coolant, the moderator temperature feedback is 

positive for entire burn-up range and with burn-up it diverges as compare to the air gap between CT & PT in normal 

equilibrium lattice. 

Channel temp feedback 
The lattice calculations showed that when air gap between CT & PT is replaced with heavy water moderator; 

initially, the channel temp feedback is slightly less negative and with burn-up it becomes relatively more positive as 

compare to the normal Equilibrium core lattice. Whereas, when air gap is replaced with the light water coolant; 
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initially, the channel temperature feedback is positive for entire burn-up range and with burn-up it diverges as 

compare to the normal Equlibrium lattice with air between CT & PT. 

Fuel temp feedback 
It was observed that when air gap between CT & PT is replaced with heavy water moderator, initially the fuel 

temperature feedback is less negative and after nearly 10 GWd/Te burn-up it diverges as compare to the normal 

Equilibrium core lattice. Whereas, when air gap between CT & PT is replaced with light water coolant; initially, the 

fuel temperature feedback is less negative and beyond 10 GWd/Te burn-up it diverges as compare to normal 

equilibrium lattice. 

Coolant void feedback 
The lattice calculations that when air gap between CT & PT is replaced with heavy water moderator, the coolant 

void reactivity becomes positive and remains positive for the entire burn-whereas. Similarly, when air gap is 

replaced with light water coolant; initially, the coolant void feedback is more positive (as compare to moderator 

feedback) and remains positive for the entire burn-up range.  

Core reactivity feedback 
The Equilibrium core calculations were carried out by diffusion code FEMBURN [2]. The calculations have been 

performed for different postulated scenario of reactor operation to estimate their effect on reactor feedbacks. 

Following two possible scenarios have been considered for flooding of annulus space between CT & PT.  

1. Full core has been flooded with light water coolant or heavy water moderator 

2. Annulus space between CT and PT of single channel has been flooded with coolant or moderator. The 

locations of different flooded channels have been given in the tables below. 

The core reactivity feedbacks for all the above cases have been tabulated in table 1 & table 2 respectively and the 

comparison has been made with the normal operating condition (Ref case). 

 

Table 1 Core reactivity feedbacks for heavy water moderator between CT & PT 

Safety parameters Ref case 
Max rated 

channel (18,17) 
Near SOR 

Channel (18, 20) 
Near AR & RR 
channel (11,22) 

Peripheral channel 
(26,25) 

Full core 

Δρ (mk)(Moderator temp.) -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.04 

Δρ (mk) (Channel Temp -6.5 -6.5 -6.6 -6.6 -6.6 -2.8 

Δρ (mk) (fuel) -4.2 -4.2 -4.2 -4.2 -4.2 -3.8 

Density change (0.74-0.45 g/cc) -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 +3.0 

LOCA (mk) -1.5 -1.4 -1.4 -1.4 -1.4 +12.6 

Table 2 Core reactivity feedbacks for light water coolant between CT & PT 

Safety parameters Ref case 
Max rated 

channel (18,17) 

Near SOR 

Channel (18, 20) 

Near AR & RR 

channel (11,22) 

Peripheral channel 

(26,25) 
Full core 

Δρ (mk)(Moderator temp.) -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 +13.5 

Δρ (mk) (Channel Temp -6.5 -6.5 -6.4 -6.4 -6.5 +82.5 

Δρ (mk) (fuel) -4.2 -4.2 -4.2 -4.2 -4.2 -3.1 

Density change (0.74-0.45 g/cc) -3.0 -2.9 -2.9 -2.9 -3.0 -52.7 

LOCA (mk) -1.5 -1.4 -1.4 -1.4 -1.4 +28.8 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The calculations showed that when air between CT & PT is replaced with heavy water, the core reactivity feedbacks 

like moderator temperature, channel temp, fuel temp, density change (0.74-0.45 g/cc) and coolant void reactivity is 

similar for all the cases except when full core is replaced with these channels. The replacement of full core with 

channels having heavy water moderator between CT & PT has significant impact on coolant void reactivity and it 

changes from -1.5 mk to +12.6 mk due to increase in moderation.    

Similarly, when air between CT & PT is replaced with light water coolant, the core reactivity feedbacks like 

moderator temperature, channel temp, fuel temp, density change (0.74-0.45 g/cc) and coolant void reactivity is 

similar for all the cases except when full core is replaced with these channels. The replacement of full core with 

channels having light water coolant between CT & PT has significant impact on coolant void reactivity and it 

changes from -1.5 mk to +28.8 mk.  
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